Customer Case Study Medical

Facts
Challenge
Manufacturing of STarFix
patient-matched frameless
stereotactic fixtures.
Solution
Small-batch production of
precision surgical components
using a FORMIGA P 100.
Results
• Comfort and care: customized
design fosters patient well-being
and shortens OR time
• Precision: highest-quality
production to strict standards
required for medical applications
• Improved functionality: parts
consolidation resulting in simpler
designs with more features
• Economic: uses less material,
provides faster manufacturing
turnaround times

Patient and procedure customized Platform illustrating flexibility of form possible with SLS fabricated Platform (Source: FHC, Inc.).

FHC Switches to EOS Technology for Manufacturing
of Stereotactic Platforms for Neurosurgery

Additive manufacturing of customized
surgical tools achieved high precision
Brain surgery requires devices and instrumentation that are manufactured to the highest levels of
Short profile

precision. Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS), which treats acute symptoms of various diseases, targets
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award-winning, patient-matched, frameless microTargeting™ Platform, which offers greater patient
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comfort, increased accuracy and time savings in the operating room (OR). Using the FORMIGA P 100
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to laser sinter the Platform, FHC achieves precision results at reduced costs within record delivery times.
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FHC’s WayPoint™
Navigator Planning
Station allows the
surgeon to choose
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points, and combines
those with anchor
locations to create the
Platform design
(Source: FHC, Inc.).
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